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Donations from Standard Bank

ment of Higher Education and Training (DHET) as well as organisations
like Standard Bank. In his handover
speech, Mr Skosana inspired the students with words of wisdom to pursue
their careers as well as prepare for
their work life adequately. He reiterated that Standard Bank is not just a
deposit or withdrawal institution. Nevertheless, he af¿rmed, that Standard
Bank is an organisation that seeks to
assist individuals and communities to
move forward – beyond the regular
banking transactions.

Fltr: Ms B. Tshoma (Mankwe Campus student), Mr Matjiane (Mankwe Campus),
Mr T Skosana (Provincial Director), and Ms M Mafunda (Provincial Marketing
Manager from Standard Bank).
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Rustenburg/ Sun City – A group of
60 students from ORBIT FET College
(Mankwe Campus) recently received
a valuable donation of blankets from
Standard Bank. Mr Theo Skosana,
Provincial Director of Standard Bank
together with Ms Maria Mafunda,
Provincial Marketing Manager of
Standard Bank, handed over the
blankets to the students. Speaking
on behalf ORBIT FET College, Mr
Solly Matjiane, Mankwe Campus
Manager, thanked Standard Bank

Pure

Lubricants…

It’s Natures Choice!

Fltr: Kathleen Marais, Gary Marais,
Latisha Remedios (all from Blue
Chip Lubricants)

for the donation and encouraged all
students to focus on their studies
and e[cel in their respective ¿elds.
Matjiane also reminded the students
that coming from impoverished backgrounds should not be an obstacle to
their future.

This donation of blankets by Standard Bank to Mankwe Campus students is a kind gesture that is incredibly appreciated, and will always be
remembered. In her vote of thanks,
Ms B Tshoma – the student representative gratefully said, “You have
made us very happy. Tonight we shall
sleep peacefully.”

Instead, he said, it should motivate them to acquire the necessary
knowledge and skills to improve their
lives given the continuous support
that they receive from the Depart-

In addition the blankets initiative,
Standard Bank have also availed additional ¿nancial support to four identi¿ed deserving students from all the
ORBIT FET College Campuses.

A new Biodegradable ECO
Lubricant Range, helping you
be the change you want to
see, and doing your part for
our environment!

elements found in nature when it is
exposed to air, moisture and bacteria or other organisms. The term
“biodegradable lubricants” basically
refers to all types of lubricants which
are biodegradable and non-toxic for
both humans and the environment.
As a bio-lubricant it can be available
in two forms: as vegetable oil-based
or as synthetic esters manufactured
from mineral oil-based products.

Rustenburg – As an independent
marketer and distributor of high
quality lubricants and greases since
1983, Blue Chip Lubricants has
proven to be a market leader, by going the extra “green mile” in the Lu- Unlike other products currently in
bricants Industry.
the South African market, the Blue
Chip PURE Range is made from reNow customers have the informed newable resources. This makes the
choice in lubricants and can choose product price competitive in comto make a positive contribution to parison to full synthetic biodegradtheir environment by using the NEW able based products currently in the
PURE BIODEGRADABLE LUBRI- industry.
CANTS range of oils and greases.
A biodegradable material is one that For any additional information,
will break down and decompose into please dial 011 462 1829.

